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The BOOK OF LIGHT
The union of religion, philosophy and science
LANOO (Christian Anders)
ALL FORMS ARE TRANSIENT.
SEEK THE DEATHLESS!

The Illustrated BOOK OF LIGHT
ORIGIN AND DESTINY OF MAN AND UNIVERSE
311.040.000.000.000 years of human and cosmic evolution
Lanoo (Christian Anders)

Where we come from
Where we are
Where we go

Preface
"Lanoo have you written THE BOOK OF LIGHT alone?"
"No. Everything was dictated to me.
By whom?
By him, THE MAHA CHOHAN.”
The Maha Chohan is leader and ruler of the Seven Divine Rays. He is the "Holy Spirit" of the
trinity and directs the entire divine intelligence. THE BOOK OF LIGHT was dictated to
Lanoo (Christian Anders) in english by THE MAHA CHOHAN. The hierarchy and nature of
the Ascending Masters and their incarnations are all revealed in THE BOOK OF LIGHT.
The MAHA CHOHAN has since long worked in secret and reveals now through Lanoo in
these times of change and growth of humanity and to all creation THE UNION of all religions
sciences and languages in the world – THE BOOK OF LIGHT , book of books and savior of
mankind.
The great Chohan reminds us, that in essence we are all in essence beings of pure light, at
times obscured by the desire for the physical world, the "forbidden fruit." THE BOOK OF
LIGHT also allows a quantum leap of consciousness to Nirvana, the end of suffering.
Lanoo (Christian Anders), Los Angeles 1993

The MAHA CHOHAN
dictates to Lanoo (Christian Anders)
THE BOOK OF LIGHT
In deep adoration to

Jelena Petrowna Blawatskaja,
(1831-1891)
and
Dr. Georg Grimm
(1868-1945)

THE THREE REALITIES
There are three realities:
1) Nirvana
2) All essences and
3) Rootmatter (Mulaprakriti)
These three are uncreated, timeless eternal and they interact periodically. When this happens,
all beings, from the highest god of the world period to the lowest atomic structure, leave
NIRVANA and are clothed in rootmatter, which contents the abstract archetypes of all forms.
Rootmatter is in essence eternal, but changes form. During one world period of cosmic
manifestation or Manvantara, all beings are subject to the law of karma and reincarnation,
until the end of that world period, when everything is absorbed again in Nirvana. After a
cosmic rest or Pralaya of same length, all still unsaved beings awake anew, driven by new
desire and drop anew into manifested transient world.
THE BOOK OF LIGHT describes such a world period of 311,040,000,000,000 years, of
which from the present time (21 th centuries) already more than half have passed. AUM.

II
GEOLOGICAL PERIODS AND TIME PERIODS
Primary, Tertiary, Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene, etc., as defined in the 19 th century by Sir
Charles Lyell to designate geologic eras and time periods, do not match with the primary time,
secondary time etc. of the pre - vedic sciences in THE BOOK OF LIGHT.
According to modern science the earth is about 4.6 billion years old, and the first unicellular
organisms appeared about 3.8 billion years ago, as soon as the young earth became
habitable. THE BOOK OF LIGHT puts the age of the earth's present embodiment at nearer 2
billion years . The radiometric dating methods used by science assume that radioactivity
began as soon as the earth formed and that the rate of radioactive decay has always been
constant. THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches, that radioactivity is a sign of etherealization and

began only about 4½ million to 9 million years ago, at the midpoint of the earth's life cycle,
and will accelerate as time goes on. Prior to that, the earth condensed, so the opposite of
radioactivity occurred, namely radiopassivity.
Modern geology requires that radioactivity, the dissolving of certain heavy elements, have
taken place without change in speed throughout the ages, during which the radioactive
minerals have been lying in the rocks.
Again: THE BOOK OF LIGHT objects, that this is not so and states again: Radioactivity on
the earth appeared for the first time approximately 4,5 million – 9 million years ago .Prior to
that there was no radioactivity, because the planet earth and its flora and fauna, all the time
compressed, until the state of the largest compression was achieved, which happened about
4,500.000 to 9.000.000 years ago. Since then, the planet and its material and creatures slowly
dematerialized, the heavy elements first. This dematerialization process causes radiation or
radioactivity. But all that began only about 4,500.000.000 - 9.000.000 B.C. Of course also
prior to 9.000.000 B.C. organisms arose and vanished, but by a different process, without
causing radioactivity as we have it today. Therefore all data of orthodox science concerning
the age of earth and its fossils etc. etc. are wrong, or more friendly said, erroneous. As to the
fossils. Their true age can´t be detected correctly because most of them were already alive in
an ETHEREAL state of being, before they condensed.
Perhaps the next noble price is given to scientists, who, by studying THE BOOK OF LIGHT;
prove, that radioactivity as of today only occurred first about 4,500.000 - 9.000.000 years
ago., and NOT as science thinks about BILLIONS of years ago. Of course, radioactivity
increases now, and soon we will all be shining gods, or, as Sorfatti and Toben write in “SpaceTime and Beyond”:
“One day we will not stop smiling.
When we walk, we will float.
And light will break through our eyes. "

III
LENGTH OF GEOLOGICAL ERA
Orthodox science compared to Prevedic Science
THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches an ethereal development of earth and its beings PRIOR to the
now known dense evolution. In its beginnings this planet itself was in an ethereal state.
Mankind was first astral, which is just another ethereal state. All mammals, including Apes
originate from humans. The earth with its flora and fauna began with transparent structure to
be compacted, plants and animals first, humans later, and all this about 320 million years ago.

The genesis of the human race and of the universe - Prevedic
Science I

311.040.000.000.000 years of human and cosmic evolution. From the relative beginning (big
bang) to the relative end of time.
Where we come from, where we are, where we go to.
- Oh Great CHOHAN! When did it all begin, and when will it end?
-Oh, Lanoo! There is a periodic cosmic awakening out of the ever - unknownable to
311.040.000.000.000 years of cosmic activity, followed by same time of cosmic rest,
followed by cosmic activity and rest and activity and rest and so on. But there never is and
never was a total beginning, and there will be never an end to these periods of cosmic activity
(Manvantara) and of cosmic rest (Pralaya).They are ruled by the law of karma and
reincarnation. As you sow you shall reap, life after life. And no one, I say no one, can escape
that law. Harm will happen to those who abuse their power over the people. They will suffer.
Again and again. Life after life. Until they learn until they understand. AUM.
THE BOOK OF LIGHT
Lanoo

IV THE TRUTH
Oh Lanoo, truth is only in NIRVANA. The entire universe, with everything in it is nothing
but a state of desire and therefore transient. Do not expect eternal rest in heaven. Even life in
heaven is impermanent, because heaven itself is transient! Your own religious scriptures
reveal it to you:
"And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled together as a
scroll."
(Jesaja34, 4)
New Testament, Revelation 6, 14 - American King James Version
“And the heaven departed as a scroll, when it is rolled together.” (scroll also pointing to DNA in
everything)
The Holy Quran, p. 461, ch. 104, Sura XXI, Anbiyaa

"The day that we roll up the heavens like a scroll, rolled up for (completed), even as we
produced the first creation, so shall we produce a new one, this is a promise we have
undertaken. Truly shall we fulfill it."

In the Bible we often find the concept of eternity or eternal life (in heaven) etc. The word

“eternal” or “eternity” simply does not exist in the bible. That is the wrong translation of the
Greek original AIONIOUS. The early Greeks and the Hebrews did not know the concept of
infinity or forever in the sense of NEVER ENDING. AIONIOUS is an aeon, a time period of
such incredible length, that for some it may seem infinite, but it is not. Such an almost
infinite world period of 311,040,000,000,000 years, is described here.
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The source of all chronological time calculations, the basis for
THE BOOK OF LIGHT
are in reference to a secret document entitled "The Mirror of Futurity. " This work is born
from Pesh-Hun Narada, whose real nature is revealed (as far as that is possible) in THE
BOOK OF LIGHT . Another scripture we refer to is the Book of Dzyan " (1) of the earlier
atlantean period. Whatever the case, all calculations of the chronological DIVINE
INITIATES, also referring to the astronomer and magician Asuramaya, comply with the
esoteric calculations and are presented in THE BOOK OF LIGHT. I quote Blavatsky: "The
records of the Atlanteans in respect to the zodiac sign cannot err, they were under the
guidance of those who have taught mankind at first including astronomy granted. "(Blavatsky,
Secret Doctrine II, anthropogenesis, S49)
Further evidence
A question remains: Is there another way to prove that the cosmic data and cycles presented in
the BOOK OF LIGHT are correct? Yes, there is a simple and not even new way to prove the
correctness of each data presented in this book, and the key to this knowledge is hidden in
nature itself, or more precisely in the planets and their orbital motions in relation to each
other. Example:
One Jupiter year = about 12 Earth years
One Saturn year = about 30 Earth years 12 x 30 = 360 (3)
360 multiplied by 200 equals 72,000, which is precisely the amount of periods of cosmic
activity and rest of our earth chain since the (relative) beginning until the relative end of the
universe . Multiply the earths lifetime of 4.320.000.000 years by 72,000, and you will have
311.040.000.000.000 years, which is exactly the lifespan of our universe from big bang to big
crunch. More than half of it has passed already. Furthermore: Multiply 72 000 by 8,400, and
you will receive 60.480.000.000 years, the life time of the solar system we recently live in.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.Or rather the original of the Book of Dzyan.
2. For example, the Tirukkanda Panchanga calendar by Chintamany Raghanaracharya and
Tartakamala Vankata Roan.
3. 360 is also the average number of days in one Earth year and the reason why they divided
in ancient times the circle into 360 degrees. Study THE BOOK OF LIGHT and you will
understand.
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If you multiply 72.000 by 2, it leads you to the 144.000, of which is said in the Christian New
Testament, that they were “under the seal of the Lord”. Of course (dear Jehovah witness
fanatics) never real people were meant by that, but cosmic data! Further calculations are
revealed in the BOOK OF LIGHT.
One may argue that this is not scientific enough to confirm these data. To these people I say,
that the scientific method itself is not really scientific, and actually proves nothing, and
therefore their "scientific" theories and opinions change every other year. Which boils down
to the question: What is the truth and what not? ONLY YOU can decide that for yourself. OM.
If you feel this is the truth, stick with it. If not, let it go. OM.
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155.522.000.000 B.C.

After a period of 311,040,000,000,000 years of cosmic rest, the desire awakes in all beings
who had not yet consciously reached Nirvana although they are in it. Chaotic energy fields
are being released from the eternally unknowable (Para Brahman, meaning BEYOND the first
emanation to come) into the ever-existing space (first abstract, then “real”). Oh Lanoo, all
things have their origin in spirit, which emanates gradually into material forms. And all of
this from inside – out, from NIRVANA to the divine, spiritual and then physical.

But the divine spark (Monad) remains in everything.
Atto seconds later
The Christ-ray, containing all desire - units or Monads (which is us, including the entire
universe with everything in it), touches chaos, causing the “big bang”. Where ever you are
right now in the universe, there was the Big Bang. Because we live on the surface of the

abstract globe. OM. Chaos is transformed into a (first cool) cosmic sea of fire or AKASA,
which is the first and finest etheric state of being.
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The Christray causes rotation of Mulaprakriti or Rootmatter. God moves in circles. But it is
not an external creator! Oh Lanoo, CHRIST is the cause of all rotation. Everything happens
from now on and for the next 311.040.000.000.000 years on 2x7 cosmic planes, unfolding
like a scroll (DNA like) away from the center point Nirvana, the absence of all desire.
NIRVANA is not a locality but a state of consciousness.
Oh Lanoo, cosmic desire for manifestation caused all beings, who had not yet overcome, to
leave NIRVANA, the refuge. Overcome all desires, and you will be Nirvana, which is the
only timeless - eternal immortality there is or can be, a state FREE from body, emotion, mind
soul and even free of spirit. Can you fathom it?

Christ (the Supermonad) emanates the seven rays, which divide the huge cosmic fire in seven
cosmic fires, rotating around THE SEVEN RAYS. One fire (the eighth) is pushed aside.
Everything in the universe is now of Akasha-Ether, the first differentiation of
MULAPRAKRITI, the abstract "root" of primordial matter for all atoms.OM.
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THE UNIVERSE rotating around BRAHMAN

Each beam, but also almost each fire is an expression or vehicle (upadhi) of divine powers
and gods (4), all of which shine through Christ, or Brahman, which will never comprehend
Parabrahman. AUM.

The great fire wants to devour the small fires. That is THE FIRST WAR IN HEAVEN. From
now on, everything in the universe generates Karma, which can only be outlived through
reincarnation. Reincarnation means, that the same entity or being or Monad returns in
different bodies (stones, plants, animals, humans, angels, planets, solar systems, etc.) for
many lives. But man does NOT reincarnate in animals.
.......................................................................................................................................................
...
4. "Thou shalt not revile the gods.”
(Exodus XXII, 28 and Deuteronomy IV.19)
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Cosmic Karma (the law) projects the Great Fire in a fixed central position, surrounded by the
seven smaller fires. It can´t swallow them ... and they cannot escape. The small fires later
condense into seven parent suns.
This structure, caused by cosmic desire, is to serve as a model, from which emanate all solar
systems with a sun in their center.

Hierarchy of phenomena
(1) The self-evolving substance, (2) gods, (3) monads, (4) souls (5) Astral atoms, (6) astralphysical atoms, (7) physical body (planet and its life forms, etc.)

The Seven Rays (gods) generate from inside out an almost infinite number of other sevenfold
rays, of which each surrounds itself with a galaxy, a solar system, a sun or a planet, as its
cosmic karma may be. Each form is cause of an abstract idea of a planetary, or a planet angel,
or DEVA, emerged from the One.
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Each planet and / or any sun is the home of a planetary angel (but also a solar logos)
containing the desire units (monads) of all future minerals, plants, animals, humans and gods.
These gods are “lower” in the hierarchy than the first seven gods or rays.

Every planet and / or any sun has six globes, which are invisible to us, this structure is called
the "Planetary Chain." In truth, all the globes of the chain merge into each other. Every atom
in the universe is the expression and manifestation of a spiritual monad, or mind-soul. One
Monad per Atom. EACH atom is a “god in the making”. Any form or rupa must perish, once
the Monad withdraws from it. All monads reflect on the planetary chain from planet A to G.
This is a planetary round. After seven rounds or 4.320.000.000.Jahren the planet dies, and
thereby projects its life energy into a new center of differentiation (laya), while the monads
are retreating to the respective corresponding status of NIRVANA, to then descend again onto
the chain.
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After a cosmic rest of 4.320.000.000 years, the spirit, including all Monads incarnates into a
new center of differentiation (laya) or “black hole” , where they attract new cosmic matter
around them, which manifests itself as a) planetary nebula, b) planetary comet, c) planetary
sun d) Planet. Each comet is a planet in the making. The old or dying planet becomes the
moon of the new planet, circumambulating him. Oh Lanoo, the Moon is mother of Earth.

All planetary chains, including our earth, emanated (first abstract, then real) at the moment of
the Big Bang from their parent chain, which in turn emanated from or through the Seven
Rays. The planetary earth chain on which we live now, has reawakened (at big bang) after a
total of 36.000 incarnations with 4.320.000.000 billion years per incarnation and rest, which
again equals the sum of 311,040,000,000,000 years. AUM.
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10.809.000.000 B.C.
THE BIRTH OF THE MOON

The birth of the moon from a mother chain without D – planet. As now exist life and

civilization on earth, there was also then life and civilization on the moon, but less developed.
The earth then (when we lived on the moon), was the astral basis for us.

About 8.650.000.000 B.C.
A CITY ON THE MOON
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6.489.000.000 B.C.
THE DEATH OF THE MOON

Jehovah withdraws. A dying moon projects all his life power into a new center of energy
cosmic differentiation (laya). Then follows a cosmic rest of 4.320.000.000 years
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2.169.000.000 B.C
THE BIRTH OF THE EARTH FROM THE MOON

After a cosmic rest (Pralaya) of about 4.320.000.000 years.
The birth of the earth and her chain out of the moon. Jehovah,the moonangel, incarnates in the
arising earth. The moon is the mother of the earth.
Now we understand why the stones that were collected by Neil Armstrong on the moon and
brought to Earth, are much older than anything found on earth. Explanation: The moon is
older than our planet Earth, and was not, as science teaches, thrown from earth into space.
The moon did NOT collide with the earth, when this planet was a rotating ball of fire. Jehovah
is one of almost endless many planetary angels in this universe and not the one and only God,
as some religions would have us believe
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Our planet earth was (I) Cosmic Nebula (II) Comet (III) Planetary Sun (IV) Planet. All
monads as a stone, plant, animal, man or God descend anew on the earth chain. Is a process
of physical evolution, but guided by spiritual impulses (Monads).
1.000.000.000 B.C.

The birth of all (first etheric) stones, plants, animals increase by self-division of etheric
humanity (7 root races, who previously themselves have gone through the existence of
stones, plants and animals). Development of etheric root elements of what later
(ca.18.000.000 BC.) would be fire, water, air and earth. All this guided by corresponding
angels.
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THE SCIENTIFIC THEORIE OF THE CONTINENTAL DRIFT OR PLATE
TECTONIC
Continental drift, in the context of the modern theory of plate tectonics, is explained by
the movement of lithospheric plates over the asthenosphere (the molten, ductile, upper
portion of the earth's mantle). Precisely used, the term continental drift is actually
rooted in antiquated concepts regarding the structure of the earth. Modern geophyicists
and geologists explain the movement or drift of the continents within the context of
plate tectonic theory. The visible continents, a part of the lithospheric plates upon which
they ride, shift slowly over time as a result of the forces driving plate tectonics. Moreover,
plate tectonic theory is so robust in its ability to explain and predict geological processes
that it is equivalent in many regards to the fundamental and unifying principles of
evolution in biology, and nucleosynthesis in physics and chemistry.
The original theory of continental drift made the improbable assertion that the continents moved
through and across an underlying oceanic crust much as ice floats and drifts through water.
Eventually multiple lines of evidence allowed modern tectonic theory to replace continental drift
theory.
Based upon centuries of cartographic depictions that allowed a good fit between the Western coast
of Africa and the Eastern coast of South America—in 1858, French geographer Antonio SniderPellegrini, published a work asserting that the two continents had once been part of larger single
continent ruptured by the creation and intervention of the Atlantic Ocean.
In the 1920s, German geophysicist Alfred Wegener's writings advanced the hypothesis of continental
drift depicting the movement of continents through an underlying oceanic crust.
Wegener's hypothesis met with wide skepticism but found support and development in the work and
writings of South African geologist Alexander Du Toit who discovered a similarity in the fossils found
on the coasts of Africa and South America that were seemingly derived from a common source. Other
scientists also attempted to explain orogeny (mountain building) as resulting from Wegener's
continental drift.

Wegener's initial continental drift assertions were based upon the geometric fit of the displaced
continents and the similarity of rock ages and Paleozoic fossils in corresponding bands or zones in
adjacent or corresponding geographic areas. Wegener also stated, that the evidence of Paleozoic
glatiation in South Africa, South America, India and Australia—sites far removed from estimates of
the geographical extent of glaciations - argued strongly for continental drift.
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BUT, the truth is much simpler, as the real truth always is. THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches: Earth is, like
us, a living, breathing being. That causes mountains to turn into valleys and vice versa. Therefore: If
you want to find the remnants of old civilizations, look for it also in the mountains, or deep under the
ocean floor…

The teaching of THE BOOK OF LIGHT Pre-Vedic Science is accepted by the following
researchers:
Professor Seaman, Professor Unger, Professor Schmidt, Professor Riitimeyer, Professor
Oliver, Professor Dana, Professor Vinchell (up to a certain extent, by Professor Huxley),
Professor Dr.von Purucker, Dr. Asa Gray, Dr Carter, Sir Charles Lyell, Pictet , Donnelly,
Jacolliot, CF.Benjamin.P.I.Selater, Ernst Haeckel, W. Pengelly, Duppa Crotch, A.R.Wallace,
the philosopher Plato, the "Dolphin" and "Challenger" expedition ,the science magazins
"Westminster Review," Scientific American "," Continents Disparu ", " American Journal of
Science", "World Life "and "The Secret Doctrine” Blavatsky.
Concerning the breathing of planet earth, Pre-Vedic science teaches, that the first compression
and thus also the first continent on Earth appeared 320.000.000 years ago, being the today
north pole. This continent, the current North Pole shall remain during the entire lifetime of
earth, which is 4.320.000.000.000 years, of which more than half have already passed. That
pole is the first to come and the last to go. Starting from the North Pole, the planet condensed
more and more into a huge continental structure, materializing eventually some 85 million
into a continent, later called Lemuria. Later all the other continents followed or rather
condensed or materialized from etheric – astral to physical. Many millions of years the North
Pole was blessed with "eternal spring" and froze only later, for reasons that are explained in
the BOOK OF LIGHT.
The South Pole first appeared on earth about 45 million years ago, fell and rose again several
times, then established before about 550,000 years during the early Pleistocene. North - South
Pole first had a warm climate. When they froze to ice, they pushed their heat against equator
region, which produced the heat there. THIS is the reason why it's so hot today at the equator,
the sun has so little to do with it. OM. Consider this: Continents also change under the
influence of the races living on them, which is the reason, why has there have been less
changes in Australia than elsewhere. Australia had become a continent of survivors of humans
that bred with animals etc. as part of the Lemurian continent. These survivors were a very
degenerate race and were the ancestors of today's Australian aborigines. Now a new fresh
blood comes to Autralia and will cause corresponding changes. The famous botanist Haeckel
considered the Australian Aborigines as direct descendants of the lemurs. Always remember:
PRIOR to our physical existence on earth, this planet and its beings (minerals, flora and
fauna) had an etheric existence and evolution. OM. As concerning the distribution of fauna
and flora on our planet, I say: The existence of similar or identical species of fauna and flora
on the (current) continents separated now by vast oceans, causes a great puzzle for biologists
as well as for botanists. While again the truth is so simple: Millions of years ago those

continents were connected with each other. This allowed passage of a natural migration of
animals and plants.
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That explains why different fossil findings, discovered in Nebraska, seem to prove that the
horse must have come from the western hemisphere, for there the above-mentioned fossils
show the various intermediate stages and precursor of the real horse. The horse has come a
long way, it has lived as a wild horse in Europe and Asia before being domesticated by
humans. The same is true for cow and sheep. Only when you study THE BOOK OF LIGHT,
only then will you fully understand.
As to the distribution of the flora, we can observe that the greater part of the flora fossils of
the Miocene of Europe (Switzerland) now exists in America, some of those even in Africa. In
the case of America they must have entered from the Atlantic side into the continent, because
only few of these plants grow on the pacific coast, but rather more in the eastern states. Of 66
types and 155 species that have been found in the woods east of the Rocky Mountains, only
31 types and 78 species were found west of these hills. How did they cross the Atlantic? The
explanation is: They never crossed the Atlantic. Where now the Atlantic roars, there was then
land, solid land. Take, for example, the banana, which we have in America, but which
allegedly originated in Africa. How did it cross the ocean? The banana is seedless, so that
neither the wind could have blown its seeds over the great distance, nor birds could have
carried such seed. She also would then not have survived a transport, because the banana root
is treelike, requiring special handling and treatment. The banana is a crop that has no seeds
and therefore had to be cultivated over a long period, maybe even during the period of the
Diluvium.
Again, the explanation is as simple, as scientists of today want to make it complicated: There
was once, about 85,000 years ago, a connection between the old and the new world. All other
statements as to the reason for the identities or rather physical similarities of flora and fauna
in widely separated parts of the world and their transport across the ocean are not convincing.
And what is true for the fauna and flora, of course is also true for mankind. THE BOOK OF
LIGHT presents similarities between human races and their languages, even though they exist
on continents far apart and separated from each other. Again here is the correct explanation,
that these now separate continents were once joined together in a way that will be
demonstrated on the following maps.
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The world 85.000.000 years ago
The lost continent Lemuria
Dark areas :........... The former continents
Dotted lines :......... The world today
Hatched lines :....... volcanoes

(Bild kommt)
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215.000.000 B.C.

Astral protoplasmic humans (2nd race), stones, plants and animals, all androgynous or
sexless. The humans exude a substance, from which some of it develops into androgynous
dinosaurs, the ancestors of birds. Birds also descended from the lungs of humans, which is not
a contradiction.
Types:
1) Wateranimals (then ethereal) Some later crawl on land
2) land animals, those with necks develop into
3) birds.
BUT: The human develops parallel on land and in water, only as long as this was astral.
150.000.000 B.C.

The self-born transformed into the sweat-born (early 3rd race), the sweat-born exude drops of
a substance, which turns, after many transformations, into human bodies. Some of these drops
grow pre-protein substance and form huge eggs. All these forms are asexual and still do not
contain nerves or muscles or internal organs. They transform gradually into…
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100.000.000 BC

…Egg-born Androgynous (humans and animals), latent male-female compacted into
protoplasmic astral "pudding. " Today the same process is happening in the female uterus,
because the embryo is first an egg. First appearance of a soft protein and later sceleton similar structure containing rudiments of internal organs, nerves, muscles, etc.
80.000.000 B.C.
BIRTH OF ALL MAMMALS BY SECRETION FROM HUMANS
Bild kommt)

Sexless human exudes sexless mammal.
The egg-borns break through their shells as ....
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50.000.000 B.C.

…Androgynous beings with two spines and one eye (although many variations in body and
height). Evolutionary peak of the dinosaur, who, like most of all other animals, developed two
eyes prior to the humans. The "Third Eye" degenerated into a gland. Animals of water, land
and air begin to split into male and female. Begin of sexual reproduction. Height 20-30
Meters.
40.000.000 B.C.

Androgynous, almost still protoplasmic, humans exist next to Dinosaurs. .But why did we
never find bones of such ancient gigantic humans?
1) The structure of animal bones at that time was more solid than the then still soft human
skeleton. .
2) Lemuria and Atlantis are still mostly under water. 3) Dig deeper and in the right places
(unveiled here and in the BOOK OF LIGHT), and you will find the bones of human giants
who have lived on Earth.
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25.000.000 B.C .
The death of the dinosaurs.

The dinosaurs died, because their monads or spirit-souls did not incarnate longer in this
species or lifeforms. No soul or monad, no life. Some of the dinosaurs have survived in the
reptiles of today. Almost all animals have by now split into genders and reproduce sexually.
But now it happens: Millions of androgynous humans with two spines split (mostly already
in their eggs) into millions of ....
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18.000.000 B.C.

…males and females, many with only one spine, ancestors of today's humanity. There was
never a "first couple" Adam & Eve. Those without mind did it like the animals and united
sexually. This is one of the definitions for the fall of man. When at last all men obtained their
mental power from the "sons of mind" (Manasaputras), it was too late .... . Some men and
women (size about 18 meters) had sex with animals. The offspring became…
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The world about 15.000.000 years ago. Lemuria - Atlantis.
(Karte kommt)
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9.000.000 BC.

... the ancestors of the apes, genetically “perfected” through sex between Atlanteans and the
ancestors of today's races: 1) white 2) yellow, 3) red, 4) brown and 5) black. Beware of
racism. "Whites" can incarnate into “Blacks” and vice versa. The doctrine of reincarnation
makes any kind of racism illogical. Begin of language, Senzar first, then Sanskrit, the mother
of all languages. AUM.
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8.000.000 B.C.

Angel (DEVA) teaches men the secrets of the universe. Angels also taught man fire, the
wheel, all sciences as well as origin and purpose of man and universe. After the Angels left
the earth, this truth degenerated into different the religions, political systems and sciences
today. The loss of the truth led to ...
5.000.000 B.C.

…the Atlantean Wars, causing the…
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4.500.000 B.C .
(Bild kommt)
…Exodus. All holy saved, all unholy destroyed. This is the true Exodus story, later adopted
and distorted by those who wrote the Bible.
:
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Are we students of THE BOOK OF LIGHT all alone with our theory about continents, being
connected long ago? No. Dr. Seemann writes in Popular Science Review: "The similarity of
the present flora of Europe with the Americas leads me to believe, that Europe and America
were bridged in the Miocene by a land connection, connection whose remnants are Iceland,
Madeira and other Atlantic islands, and that the story of Atlantis is not fictitious, but based on
solid historical foundation."
Bold words by an “orthodox” scientist.
And Dr. Seemann continues to explain: “There are many similarities between the Malay race,
the Australians, the Papuan race, and the aborigines of Polynesia, this Australian island chain,
which seems to have once been a huge and continuous continent." (Haeckel, Pedigree of Man,
s8). THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches: The Papuans and Hottentots are degenerate remnants of
Lemuro-Atlanteans. Also the inhabitants of the Andaman Islands, some tribes in the
mountains of India, the Tierra-del-fuegans, the Bushmen of Africa, Eskimos and Hawajans ,
Papuans, Astral races, etc. Soon only three major human types will remain: White, yellow and
black, and their crossovers. When the time of a race is over, it disappears. And those who
argue that the extinction of a race is often caused by its abuse, I answer with Lefevre: "The
people who mostly have been spared, Hawaians and Maori, are depleted in the same way, as
those races who were corrupted or massacred by the European invaders ". Philosophy.S.508
ATLANTIS ABOUT 4, 7 MILLION YEARS AGO

(Before the fall of the main continent 200,000 years later)
The cultures and civilizations of Atlantis are described in detail on many pages in the BOOK
OF LIGHT. For now only this: The Atlanteans were giants in power and thought, but also
concerning their emotions, which later caused the sinking of Atlantis. Their technology was
superior to that of our world of today. They were able to transform Ether from the air into
energy, combined with the power of crystals and polarity changes of electromagnetic fields in
heavy loads, which made them almost weightless.
But they abused that (also Laser) power and failed. That is why Atlantis is now under the
ocean floor, but will rise in the near future, caused by a breathing earth. Lemuria also had a
culture and a civilization, which are found in the cyclopean remains of the giant statues of
Eastern Island. We read: "South Asia itself was probably not the cradle of the human race, but
Lemuria, a continent once to the south of Asia, which later sank into the Indian Ocean. "
(Ernst Heinrich Haeckl, German biologist, in Pedigree of Man, S73)
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE
The first ethereal transparent human astral races could obviously not produce sounds for the
purpose of communication, but as man became more and more condensed and physical, he
also developed language and thought, first vowels and then, throughout the Lemurian epoch,
monosyllabic sounds. Today's Chinese language is the direct descendant of the ancient
Lemurian language. Later it developed, in the Atlantean era, into agglutinated inflected
language.
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The world of 1.000.000 - 800,000 years ago
(Quaternary)

(Bild kommt)
The world of 800.000 - 200.000 years ago
(Bild kommt)
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The world of 200.000 - 80.000 years ago
(Bild kommt)
The world from 80.000 – 9.564 years
(9564 BC. sank the last part of Atlantis into the ocean)
( Bild kommt)
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The following three pages show
an illustrated summary of changes in continental structure
on earth from 85.000.000 B.C. until today (21. Century.)
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85.000.000 B.C.
(Bild kommt)
15.000.000 B.C .
(Bild kommt)
1.000.000 - 800.000 B.C .
(Bild kommt)
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800.000 - 200.000 B.C.
(Bild kommt)
200.000 - 80.000 B.C.
(Bild kommt)
80.000 - 9.564 B.C.
(Bild kommt)
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The world of today (21st Century)
(Bild kommt)
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9.564 B.C .

The sinking of the island of Poseidonis, the last remnant of Atlantis. The present location is
revealed in the BOOK OF LIGHT.
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543 B.C.
The birth of Gautama Buddha
The Buddha taught, that you are not your body, your feelings, your soul and spirit. Detach
from it, thus avoid a new reincarnation, and find eternal peace in Nirvana. AUM. He also
taught the middle path, which leads, after many reincarnations, to NIRVANA. Buddha was
already human on the moon, while Jesus received his human body on earth.
104 "BC." The birth of Jesus Christ
THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches, that Jesus was born 104 years prior to the official date of
birth. Why? Study THE BOOK OF LICHTS.OM. Jesus taught, like Buddha, world
renunciation, the core of all religions.
Jesus in Egypt
After having been initiated in the Cheops pyramid (built ca.150.000 BC.) Jesus revealed the
secret of Initiation to his disciples.
But power hungry priests distorted the message of Jesus from symbolic crucifixion during
Initiation to an actual death at the cross, which so never happened with Jesus (although many
candidates for Initiation did NOT survive the test…) .
Now they (the fifth race) use their perverted doctrine to kill people in the name of God.
THE TIME HAS COME NOW TO REVEAL TO THE WORLD THE THRUTH
ABOUT JESUS CHRIST!
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Jesus appeared at the beginning of the Piscean Age, symbolized as a fish, therefore he and his
students were symbolically (and as a parable) "fish ". Today, in the 21th Century, we live in
the Age of Aquarius. Thus each new appearance of a savior actually points to the beginning of
a new cosmic time period or New Age.
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104 B.C.
(Bild kommt)
The birth of Jesus Christ. They come from everywhere, to worship and adore Christ. Among
them is the brilliant mathematician and astrologer Melchior, a former incarnation of El
Morya. Jesus was of dark skin.
(Bild kommt)
The child Jesus is inaugurated by great masters (who use holographic thought forms) into the
mysteries of origin and destiny of man and the universe, but also of karma and reincarnation.
They advise him to live celibate in order to reach enlightenment .Jesus had never sexual
intercourse, neither with women nor with men.
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JESUS IN INDIA
(Bild kommt)
Great gurus taught Jesus how to control the elements, how to rule over angels and how to
astro - project (travel)
(Bild kommt)
Jesus fasts 40 days and 40 nights, then an angel of darkness (Mamo-Chohan) tempts him. But
Jesus resists and is now ready for ...
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JESUS IN EGYPT

…Initiation in The Great Pyramid Cheops, built long before the reign of the Egyptian king.
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After he enters the sphinx, the symbolic transformation of the animal – nature into the human
nature, Jesus reaches, by crawling through a tunnel, the Great Pyramid. In galleries and secret
passages, Jesus is tested again by demonic forces and temptations but he resists them all.

Finally he reaches the King's Chamber, where the Initiator ("Melchizedek" of the Bible) and
two Hierophants are waiting for Jesus. They tie him to a cross towards the sun and offer him a
drink (Soma) which is to ease the dissociation of his astral body from the physical body. The
initiator of Jesus warns: "You can still say no!” For a moment, Jesus reflects the idea that "the
cup might pass him, " but then he decides to drink. They mesmerise Jesus, untie him and ...
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... place him in a stone coffin. The initiator frees the astral body of Jesus from his physical and
leads the astral to ...

... the lowest astral hell regions on the "Planet of Death", where Jesus is surrounded by
demons of lust, hate, greed and other scary astral-demonic beings. Among these lost souls are
many political and religious leaders, who have abused their power, while they lived on Earth
and other planets. Now they pay for it. The smallest impurity in the astral-mental body of
Jesus would expose him to the destructive energies of this inferno and make it impossible for
the astral to fully return to his physical body in the pyramid, which in turn would lead to
deformation and death of the physical. But Jesus is pure and fearless, without passion and
desire. He passes the test, which is...
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(Bild kommt)
... to redeem seven lost souls from the "planet of death "and to ascend with them to God, in
this case Brahma, the higher self of our solar system. After he has attained all the wisdom of
the universe in the presence of Brahma and his angels, Jesus´ astral returns at the third day,
led by the Initiator, back into his physical body in the stone coffin.
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Jesus with an open and shining crown chakra on top of his head, decorated with
symbolic crown of thorns.
On awaking, the now enlightened Jesus utters these words;, Eli, Eli, Lamah shabahhtani,
"which means" My God, my God, how did you glorify me!”
Later, these words, by changing Masoretic points, were changed or rather forged in "Eloi, !
Eloi, lama sabacthani "(Roman-kathol.Version), meaning" my God, my God, why have you
forsaken me! "

The purpose of this forgery was, to present Jesus as a martyr, who died for your sins. No one
can die for your sins, you have to outlive them all by Karma! How to avoid NEW Karma?
JESUS tells us: GO AND SIN NO MORE! Or, as I say: Go and don’t create more new bad
Karma. AUM. (There is, though, indeed a way for high gurus to take on the Karma of
someone else, and suffer it. But those are exceptions.)
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(Bild kommt)

The Initiator then feeds Jesus with a (solar) disk-shaped oblate of sourdough. Then declaring
him to be “The Enlightened", "The Light of the World ", "Christ" "God's shepherd, " The Son
of righteousness and justice" , "Rising Sun " "Lord and bridegroom" but NEVER “The son of
God." They always speak of Jesus in the Bible as "The Son of Man"
The ritual of Initiation degenerated later into coronation with a real crown by a pope of
the "Kings", "Queens", “Prince "and Princess" of today, who mostly are a shame to
mankind.
The system of Initiation dates back to the days of Atlantis, where a king could only be king if
he passed the (often lethal) Inititation. That opened, when successful, the (crown) chakra at
the top of the skull and the masses would recognize him (or her) as their leader or king,
because he had been initiated and the highest priest "crowned" him. Anyone who wanted to be
king had to pass this test of initiation to prove that he was the purest of the body, mind and
soul . There was no being king solely by blood line.
Later the priests and kings lost their purity, so that the” crown” did no longer shine and so the
priest gave "the king" a substitute for his not anymore shining crown chakra, which then was
a real crown of gold. This led to automatic bloodline rulership, to inbreeding and finally to
the "kings"," queens", "princes" and "princesses" of today.
May THE BOOK OF LIGHT guide us through the Age of Darkness (Kali Yuga), where evil
rules over good. AUM
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JESUS RETURNS TO PALESTINE

(Bild kommt)

Only to a few disciples, Jesus revealed in Aramaic (and not in Hebrew, which then did not
even exist) the secret of his initiation "Go and preach to people that life itself is an initiation, a
test, and he who endures and passes it, is a Christ, as I am one. "He also taught the Law of
Karma and Reincarnation (which was church dogma up to about 538 B.C.) and the meaning
of life, which is eventually to renounce life and reach Nirvana. He asked his disciples, to
preach and teach in parables, because people would not understand the truth otherwise.
(Bild kommt)

The "good story" or "good spell" or Gospel of Jesus spread quickly and found many
followers, but it also attracted the attention of ...
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... the powers of darkness. They stole and distorted Jesus' doctrine, removed the teaching of
Karma and Reincarnation, and rewrote the truth until it turned into the lie, today known as
bible, which nevertheless still makes sense, IF you see behind the literal veil…
THE ESSENCE OF THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
1. The Bible is the human body.
2. The seven seals are the seven chakras, which will open one day completely and liberate us.
3. The meaning of life is timeless - immortal being ein NIRVANA.
600 B.C . The birth of Islam.
THE BOOK OF LIGHT reveals to us, that the Koran or Qur´an, the sacred book of Islam,

originated in pre – Islamic times from holy women of the Kore or Q´re tribe. THEY, the Q're
(virgin) tribe, wrote the original Koran. Then came Mohammed and changed the Koran to the
writing of today. The result: The Nation of Islam. May THE BOOK OF LIGHT unite all
religions in the world by revealing, that they all teach the same doctrine, IF we don’t take
them literal.
ONE GOD
ONE RELIGION
ONE SCRIPTURE
THE BOOK OF LIGHT
Book of Books and savior of mankind. OM
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The 20 th century A.D.
THE RETURN OF CHRIST

... is a scripture!. (6) .Christ incarnates into BOOK OF LIGHT as well as into the book
"Divine message from the true God NIRVANA.” Both books were dictated to Lanoo by the
Maha-Chohan. AUM.
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The 21st century A.D.

THE CURE OF AIDS AND CANCER
AIDS, produced by scientists in the laboratory (7) and cancer are viral diseases. Determine
the deadly oscillation rate (TSR) for each virus individually and then destroy it with a pulse electromagnetic wave.
Also effective: Ozone therapy as described in THE BOOK OF LIGHT and in THE MAN
W.H.O. CREATED AIDS amongst numerous other methods.
The Federal Banking System dethroned. The Congress (Then really representing the people),
prints and distributes the money from now on. J.F. Kennedy did not die in vain ...
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14.000 AD.
The end of Europe

The British continent will freeze overnight into ice and then vanish, followed by the rest of
Europe.
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1.000.000 A.D.
The end of America

... and of the Americans. The continent will sink and new continents will rise from the waters.
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2.000.000 A.D .
The end of sex
"Sex is a transitional phase in the evolution of races and not natural to humanity. In the course
of time we will see that our current physiological status as man and woman will be outlived."
Prof. Dr. G. de Purucker
Almost all life forms, including humanity (6th race) are now androgynous or rather nonsexual
and create (like over 20 million years ago) new life by self-division, (some also be mental
power) without the process of sexual union. Return of the third eye. Sanskrit is world
language. THE BOOK OF LIGHT rules. AUM.
2.000.000.000 A.D.
EIGHT MAHA DEVAS

Eight super-angels appear for the 503rd time on earth to renew the memory and the life
energy of an androgynous humanity (7 th race). This is the end of the Seventh Round.
Astronomers destroy their instruments and all beings or Monads prepare for their return into
the center point Nirvana, which they will, consciously or unconsciously, find, depending on
their level of spiritual development, or rather detachment.
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2.150.000.000 AD.
THE DEATH OF THE EARTH.

Jehovah and with it most of the monads are retreating into interplanetary NIRVANA. The
dying planet earth projects its life power into a new homogenous center of differentiation
(laya), around which accumulates new cosmic energy, forming a new planet. Our planet Earth
will then become the moon of a new earth. And thus it continues, planet after planet, moon
after moon until…
30.240.000.000 A.D.
THE DEATH OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM…

... beginning with the gradual death process of the sun, followed by the planets of the solar
systems.1) The sun changes its gas-like structure into solid matter. 2) The sun implodes –
explodes into countless meteors and 3) All entities and monads of humanity will then be
cleansed of their physical, astral and mental bodies, to return to well-deserved NIRVANA, and
awake after a period of cosmic rest in a higher developed solar system. And so on, solar
system after solar system, until...
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155.515.831.000.000 A.D.
THE DEATH OF THE UNIVERSE

... the entire universe explodes, with everything in it, into a gigantic fireball, being absorbed
by The Seven Rays into God or Brahman or THE SUPERMONAD and Rootmatter or
Mulaprakriti, and finally into the ever to be unknown and unrecognizable Parabrahman
NIRVANA, thus increasing the divine consciousness of Christ and of all beings. God learns
through us. OM
After a period of cosmic rest of 311.040.000.000. 000 years.
The desire to be or to become awakens anew in all beings, except those who have
overcome…
466.562.169.000.000 A.D.

Chaotic energy flows (first abstract, then real) from The Ever To Be Unknown Parabrahman
and bursts into ever existing space…
Page 53
ATTO SECONDS LATER
THE RE-AWAKENING OF THE UNIVERSE

The reawakened CHRIST-BEAM, THE SUPERMONAD, touches chaos or Mulaprakriti, and
Maya, the eternal illusion, begins anew, but on a higher level of consciousness than before,
until the time s arrives again to be absorbed into NIRVANA
Oh, Lanoo, Life is nothing but a transient painful illusion (Maya). Truth is only in
NIRVANA. AUM.
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"One day we will not stop smiling. When we go, we will float. And light will break through
our eyes!”
Space - Time and Beyond by Bob Toben and Jack Sarfatti.
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"We must control our desires, unless they control us!”
Elvis Presley
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The origin and true age of the nations and races on earth
A short but important note on the term „race“
The term „race“ per se describes nothing more but vestures for the divine being in the
particular race. Race means, that we all are in a racing contest towards the refuge NIRVANA.
We all are racing to reach NIRVANA (if we choose to…). Those who don’t choose to, are
drawn in it eventually anyways.
Each evaluation always and only and concerns the outer garb and structure, never the essence
never the divine being itself, which is pure innocent spirit, learning through the race.
In all of us is an individual different god racing towards NIRVANA (if „he“ chooses to…), the
highest goal of all humans and gods. It is up to us what we want to be, either the impermanent
cover and husk or the timeless - immortal core.
But where did the humans, where does everything, come from? To which race do or did they
and we belong? Many of us, strange as it may sound to those , who are not familiar with
Esoteric Science, many of us were already though not always highly developed, humans on
the moon. That moon was once a living planet, later cooled down and died, to be the moon
and mother of earth of today. Past, present and future on earth is similiar to what it was on the
moon, though now higher developed. Most humans, animals, plants and minerals on earth
were, with some exceptions, already humans, animals, plants and stones on the moon, but less
developed.
The tribal, national and family races and their lifespan
The lifespan of all human races is influenced by the changing of the axis of the earth, which
itself is moving around the axis of ecliptic and therewith describes eyery 25.920 years a
perfect cone. This orbital movement, overshadowed by moon and earth, is also known as
precession cycle. The key to the secret of the relationship between races, their lifespan and the
precession cycle is almost always the number 7.
Divide 25.920 by 7 and you receive the lifespan of a rootrace, about 3.702 years. Divide this
by 7 and you will receive 528 (years), which is the lifespan of a root generation.
528 divided by 7 results in about 75 (years) ,which is the average lifespan of a human, while
the statistically calculated average lifespan is only 15 to 20 years, because we have to take
into consideration the millions who died in wars, accidents or epidemics, etc. even often
before the end of childhood.
But how long is the lifespan of a family race? 7 x 25.920 or 181.440 years.
Of course it is not only the precession cycle, which defines our lifespan, it is mostly the
interaction between sun, moon and the equator of the earth. The rest is easy. If you know
which race is a tribal, national or family race, then you also know how long that race still has
to live. But these are only core data, because races are able to live much longer, since they
overlap each other and float in waves, which is why we call them “monadic life waves.“
Those who study THE BOOK OF LIGHT already know about the length of the lifespan of the
seven big rootraces in past, present and future.
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Individual humans

about 75 years
Tribal generation
528 years ( Italians, English, Russians, Germans)
Liferhythm: 200 years rise - 200 years fall, plus overlapping time, which could last about
50% of the lifespan. This also counts for all other races and their lifespan.
Tribal races
3.702 years
Slavs: Russians, Polish, Czechs, Bulgarians
Teutons: Germanic, Scandinavians, English and practically all European nations are Teutons.
Keltic, Irish and Wallis are tribal races, also scotch and people of the Bretagne.
National races
25.929 years (Unity in blood and language)
Those who live in the new world belong to a national race ( Redskins, Aztecs, Incas, etc..).
Mongolians are a national race. The Polish, Germanic, French, Swiss, Russians, Greek,
Bulgarian, English, all Scandinavians, Belgians, Dutch, Portuguese and all Spanish form
together a national race.
Family race
181.440 years
Caucasian are a family race. To them belong the Europeans, Americans and the Hindu. The
Hindu however do not belong to our European national race. Mongolians are also a family
race. To them belong the Chinese, Manchus, Japanese, the Lolo and the Tibetans.
ADAM
Adam-Eve.
Adam is not a man, and certainly not the "first" man, but the collective term for a race,
namely the androgynous human race, man and woman in one, as the Book of Genesis,
Chapter 3 demonstrates, "... Adam and Eve were, and THEIR name was Adam. "
THEIR name, that is the name of the Adam-Eve, or man-woman in ONE Adam, that is an
androgynous being, or androgynous beings, which later (about 18.000.000 B.C.) split into
males and females, men and women, then reproducing sexually. That to me makes more
sense, than to assume that we all are the product of inbreed.
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Africans 9.000.000 B.C.
The African races were those races in which million years ago incarnated the less developed

monads. But soon the Africans will day rise up to a high culture and then they will (most of
them) fall again like it had happened with each race (white, red, brown or black). The
Africans are the physical descendants of the fourth root race and some even of the fifth Aryan
rootrace, which includes blacks and whites. When the beings incarnated in the African race
they did not have (until that time) the negative karma of this race, who misused their
intelligence.
The African race is a race, conditioned by their karma, which differs from all other races.
Per definition the Africans are Caucasic Mongolian Africans. But don’t think, that caucasic
or/and aryan only means white or only white people. Racism has no place in our teachings.
Souls of white people incarnate in black or yellow bodies and vice versa. It is all Karma.
The black man you may hate now could have been your brother in a passed life. The white
man you may hate now could have been your brother (or mother, or sister, or father) in a past
life. BEWARE!
The correct doctrine of Karma and Reincarnation, as described in THE BOOK OF LIGHT, is
the enemy of the racism and will finally unite all races of all complexions. OM.
Egyptians 9.000.000 B.C.
The Egyptians belong to those Atlanteans , who escaped from their blackmagic brothers. They
left a trace of their great culture, the pyramids, whose true age and purpose is explained in
THE BOOK OF LIGHT. The entire truth about Egypt and the Egyptians can only be revealed
to those, who seriously study THE BOOK OF LIGHT.
When did the Atlantean Initiates flee from their cursed island to Egypt? When it was newly
built by the river Nile. This happened before the sinking of Poseidonis in 9.465 B.C. That is
why it is not a contradiction to say that the Egyptians and their culture are 20.000 years old
but also 150.000 years and more. The Egyptians are older than the Indians, while they, the
Egyptians, inherited their laws, culture and science from pre - vedic India. Because: a
continent can be settled in waves. The primitive first and the higher developed later, and that
is exactly, what happened with Egypt and India. Egyptians are East Ethiopians. They came to
India before and after the sinking of the last remains of Atlantis. Those remains were the
Poseidonis of Plato. And when I say before the sinking of the last remnants of the atlantean
island, I also mean before the main part of Atlantis began to sink, which happened millions of
years ago. The pure Atlanteans foresaw the disaster, and as Atlantis began to sink, the pure
ones migrated ,but also the Aryan Initiates, to new land, to the Americas, Africa and to parts
of India, rising out of the waters in the following order:
1. America. 2. Africa. 3. India.
But when America rose up, it did not have the structure or configuration of today. Then, earth
was breathing again, the firs parts of Egypt rose, and afterwards the India of today. The
Egyptians also have Atlantean roots, because their ancestors escaped from the sinking
continent and (except of the Initiates) lost the memory of their homeland throughout millions
of years of search for new land. If we talk or write about Egypt then, we mean the different
immigrations in different Egypts, before the final configuration of the Egypt, being formed by
the Nile River. More and more
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Colonists were coming from the sinking Poseidonis.
But at this time the Great Pyramid was already built by Poseidonians, who had left the island
of the unholy ones, the sorcerers 150.000 years ago. The Great Pyramide of Cheops is
therefore about 150.000 years old.

Americans 4.500.000 B.C.
Americans are the remnants of the Forth Atlantean and the Fifth Aryan Rootrace, altogether
located on the American continent to settle the sixth rootrace whose book will be THE
BOOK OF LIGHT and whose national hymn will be DEVA http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DHYU0pWifRk

An extended version http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CczQW0Krss0
Andaman Islanders 18.000.000 B.C.
The roots of the Andaman islanders lead back to 18.000.000 B.C. They are remnants of the
third rootrace, also called Lemurians, while at the same time they had Atlantean blood in
them, because the races overlap. Andaman islanders are degenerated descendants of those
from the third rootrace, who, after splitting from androgyneity into sexes, had sexual relation
with animals. And that is why they anthropomorphically are very close to the apes, whose
ancestors in turn are the result of sex between humans and animals about 9.000.000 B. C.
Arabs 9.000.000 B.C.
Arabs are the descendants from mixed Atlanteans and early Aryans. The Arabs have not yet
reached their peak, but they will vanish like all other races. Only NIRVANA is real. AUM.
Ayrans 4.500.000 B.C.
Ayrans are of all complexions, because the definition "ayran" comes from the Sanskrit word
"ayra". That means “worthy” or “holy” and was a title, given to the wise ones of India.
Later the name "ayran" was used for a race and today it is misused by white fanatics, who
name themselves "aryans", not knowing anything about the true meaning of that word. In
THE BOOK OF LIGHT the term "ayran" is used for the fifth Rootrace, consisting of ALL
complexions.
They had their beginning about 4.500.000 B.C.(coming from the forth Rootrace). This was at
a time, when Atlantis began to sink into the ocean. The end of the Ayran race will be about
4.500.000 A.D. Forerunners of the fifth and sixth Rootrace are already here in America but
also in Europe.
Ayrans and/or Atlantoaryans are: Americans, Arabs, Babylonians, Caucasians, Celtic,
Europeans, Germans, Gothic, to a less percentage Jews, Hindus, Oscans, Romanians,
Samnites and Scandinavians.
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The Astral Races 300.000.000 B.C.
They were the first seven astral - embryonic humans. They were not more than transparent
shadows and appeared (again) on earth about 300.000.000 B.C. at the begin of the fourth
round. They belong to the first root race and manifested themselves on the "holy
indestructible continent", today known as the North Pole. The first root race spent their lives
in a dreamlike unconscious condition, because at this time they had not yet received did mind
or mental power from the sons of mind, the Manasaputras. Some so called “mentally
handicapped” people of today are in same condition. We see them smiling without reason.
They are just HAPPY… The astral races did not know that they belong to where they came
from and not to where they were because of necessity. Oh Lanoo, overcome mind with mind.

The astral races are the true ancestors of what today are our physical bodies. AUM.
The first race disappeared into the second race through osmosis and exosmosis. Their bodies
were gigantic cells, which reproduced by self division, like cells still do right now in our
bodies. Oh Lanoo, we were once huge semi protoplasmic selfdividing cells. The third race
split into men and women and lead so the sexual reproduction.

Ethiopeans 9.000.000 B.C.
The Ethiopians are remnants of the Fourth Atlantean Race. Millions of years ago they lived in
the Lanka (Sri Lanka) of today. Lanka belonged at that time to the Atlantean continent (or to
what was left from it). Later the Ethiopians went from Lanka to India. But what is now called
Lanka, is only a part of a larger continent, which now rests on the ocean floor. When will it
rise again?? The Greek named the ancestors the Ethiopians "East Ethiopians". Their
skin was black, that is why they were called "the folk with the burned skin" or Ethiopians.
Later, much later, the Ethiopians left from South India and from the aboriginal Ceylon to
Egypt.
Nowadays the Ethiopians are represented by the Tamils. Prior to that they were also called
Rakshasas, which was the Sanskrit term for natives of the original Lanka. Today
in India a rakshasa is a devil. The Ramayana, the great Indian Epos, describes the rakshasas as
bad giants of the later Atlantean race.
But this is not the entire truth. Rakshasa also means "protector" (from raksh = protecting).
The rakshasas were well known, for serving Brahma, therefore the name rakshasa or
protector. But why did man call the ancestors of the ethiopeans devils or demons? Because, as
THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches, some of those atlantean races or rather their ancestors of the
Ethiopians practiced black magic. These sorcerers fought against some of the pure and holy
aryan race. And these holy Aryans or arya called the unholy ones “yakshas” or “rakshas”,
which indeed means "bad spirit". Nevertheless those Atlanteans were humans and NOT, as
some orientalists want us to believe, disembodied spirits, or "gremlins" or "devils" or " not
incarnated nature spirits”.
Australians (Aborigines) 18.000.000 B.C.
The Andaman islanders are “the last true Australians". Soon they shall vanish. For many
millions of years nothing really changed in Australia, and now this continent will be formed
by new races. However Australia is one of the oldest continents above water, Australia is "the
old virgin". OM.
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Aztecs 9.000.000 B.C.
The Aztecs are a part of a national race or rather of the new world race, to which also belong
the redskins, the Incas and many more. The roots of the Aztecs lead back to the Atlantean
race. There is a obvious affinity between the Hebrew and the Aztec language. For example:
The Hebrew Pharisees have Phylacterics, similar to the Bandelets, with a square hightening at
their forehead, which also can be found at terracotta figures. This is no wonder: The Hebrews
copied these emblems like many other things and proclaimed it to be originally their own
culture. The Aztecs have almost the same calendar like the Egyptians.

Babylonians 6.000.000 B.C.
They came, like most of us, from middle Asia, in this case from the southeast part. They came
together with the Assyrians, the Medes and the Persians to the Indian semi island.
Babylonians are, or derive from, Atlanto - Aryans.
Basques 4.000.000 B.C.
The Basque and the Dravidian races from south India have one origin in common: Atlantis.
The affinity between the Dravidian language and the Basque language is obvious, while there
are no similarities between the Basque and the European languages and that is the reason why
the nationalistic Basques want their own state and therewith the independence from Spain.
The true reason for the quarrels between Basque and Spanish however is reincarnation and
national karma between adversarial people from far gone cultures. That is why we can say
that the Basque, the Cromagnon or caveman and the canary island Guanche are from the same
Atlantean race. But: The ancestors of the Basques were Atlanteans with a highly developed
culture and civilization, while the Cromagnon or caveman is a leftover of the degenerated part
from the forth Atlantean Rootrace. The Basques belong to the pure branch of the Atlanteans.
Blackfellows 9.000.000 B.C.
The Blackfellows from Australia and Tasmania belong to the degenerated part of the forth
rootrace, those who repeated (millions of years before) the sins of their brothers from the third
rootrace and had sex with animals, in this case with apes.
Burmese 9.000.000 B.C.
The Burmese belong to the Mongolian family race. They differ clearly from the Caucasians.
But: Many of them, who are usually called Mongolians, are not Mongolians (see
Mongolians).
Caucasians 4.500.000 B.C.
The Caucasians include the Hindus and the Europeans, but the Hindus do not belong to the
European national race. Chinese, Manchus, Japanese, Lolos, Tibetans, Burmese, Siamese and
Malaysians do not belong to the Caucasian group. The ancient Egyptians belong to the
Caucasian type. About the skin complexion: There are white and black Aryans, like there are
white and black Caucasians. The lightskinned Northman is as Caucasian as well as the
darkskinned
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South Italian, Spanish or/and Portuguese. Only those who study THE BOOK OF LIGHT will
understand the true meaning of the word (and the race ) "Caucasian". All races immigrated
after the big flood, about 4.500.000 years ago, into an area, today called "Caucasus".
Nevertheless there is a difference between the white Aryans and the dark Caucasians,
although in the spirit we are all gods in the making, and we are all one. AUM.
Celtic 2 million B.C.
The Celts are part of the European part of the 5 th rootrace. From another point of view the
Celts may be called a hybrid of Aryans and European Iberians.
Chandals

Chandals are outcasts from the old India and ancestors of the Jews, which makes them (the
Jews ) the youngest race in the history of the mankind (6000 to 8000 years old).
4.500.000 B.C. - 1.000.000 B.C.
The Germans belong to the fifth rootrace. Those who live now in Germany have more
Atlantean blood, those who live in America belong more to the Aryan race, which now (21st
century) is about to degenerate. (Collapse of the community by outliving of the fleshly
desires, enslaved by interest burdened money system.).
Germans are (which expections ) roundheads or Dolichocephalics. They belong to the
European root and will vanish by 14.000 A.D. together with the European continent.
Goths 7.000.000 B.C.
The Assyrans, Persians and Greek were the late ancestors of the European ancestors which
brought forth the Goths and the other races, which populated a then still wild and young
Europe. Goths are more Atlantean than Aryan.
Greeks 9.000.000 B.C.
Greeks are of pure Atlantean origin.
Hebrews
Hebrew means "over the river". The Hebrews themselves have no own culture, but rather
were, like the Japanese, influenced very strong by other cultures and copied them, declaring
them later to be of own origin. The same applies to the Hebrew language, which was
taken from the Egyptian, Chaldean etc., and thus had its roots in many other languages. The
very name “Hebrew” has its root in Greek "hebraios" turned to "ibhri" and then to the
aramaic "ebrai". Hebrew is more a language than a race. Hebrew is also the language of the
Jews (look at Jews).

Hindus 4.500.000 B.C.
Hindus are native Aryans from India. That´s why the old name of India is Aryavarta or
"country of origin of the Aryan”. India is also named bharata or bharata varsha. As the early
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migrated Aryans settled down at the river Sindhu (the Persians named it Hindu) the Persians
named these Aryans Hindus and their country Hindusthan, “country of origin of the Hindus”.
Look at a Hindu and you see an Aryan. A Hindu is also someone who practices one of the
many Hindu religions, which are all together named under Hinduism. As a race the Hindu
race is, as already mentioned, an Aryan race and part of the Caucasian family race.

American Indian 9.000.000 B.C.
It is almost impossible to talk about native Americans, because north and South America were
populated by different atlantean races from various directions. Some came from different
parts of Atlantis, others came from the pacific.

Who was there first? All and none. We all are coming from the "cap", from the north pole or
rather the then indestructable and still transparent etheric land, and we populated later the
more and more materializing continents. Then we “fell” and the heat of both poles vanished,
they froze and pushed their heat to the centerline of earth now known as equator, which
explains the heat of now in that zone of the equator.
The so called American Indians are all of atlantean origin. See Stanza X in the
"Book of Dyzan", main source of Blavatsky´s Secret Doctrine.
The first in each zone were mooncoloured, the second yellow like gold, the third red etc."The
red" were the Atlantean ancestors of "the red" of today, that means of the American Indians.
America or the Americas were populated throughout millions of years from different
atlantean races. But "the red" came from different parts of Atlantis, which explains the same
skin complexion but the different physiological types of the American Indians, although they
are similar in their facial profile, as you can see for example with the Irokees, the Sioux, the
Cherokee and the south and middle American Indians.
The Inca
The Inca belong to the national race of the north and south continents from the new world.
Like the Aztecs they came from the forth rootrace. This is proven by the gigantic ruins of their
buildings, who are very similar to the collosal ancient buildings in Europe and to the ancient
European nations, because they were once Atlanteans.
The Irish 4.500.000 B.C.
The Irish belong to the "purer" part of the Atlantean race.
Italians 4.500.000 B.C.
They belong to a subrace of the 4 th Rootrace, almost disappeared and showed up again under
new blood influence, but will vanish in a few hundred years. A being or monad uses a race
only as long as it, the monad, can learn in it, and is then born in a new higher race. The race is
NOTHING, just a transient vesture for the monad, which vesture is thrown off after use.
Races come and go when their purpose has been fulfilled, and when they are not anymore
needed by the monads.
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Jews 8.000 B.C.
The jewish race descended from an east Indian race and is about 8000 years old. Jews are
also Aryans, because “Aryans” means wise and godly and is based on the fifth rootrace. Study
THE BOOK OF LIGHT and you will understand. Later the term "Aryan" and all the symbols
connected with it, were misused by the powers of darkness..
THE BOOK OF LIGHT teaches, that
1. The Jewish nation per se does not exist
2. There was no exodus of the Israelites out of Egypt
3. The Diaspora is only a legend
4. Therefore the Jews do not have any claim on Palestine.
This doctrine was confirmed just recently by the famous Jewish historian professor Shlomo
Sand, university Tel Aviv. See for yourself http://uk-ll.e-sfk.com/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=24
I can only assume, that the Jewish professor copied “his” thesis from the BOOK OF LIGHT,
which teaches this doctrine since many years, long before the professor published his thesis.

But it does not matter, as long as the truth about the “exodus” finally is in the open, confirmed
by Jews themselves.
Lolo 4,500,000 B.C.
The Lolo are the natives of China. They are true Chinese, who belong to the 7th subrace of the
4th Atlantean rootrace. This race is divided into black and white magicians. The ancestors of
the Lolo, were the pure Chinese, the White Magicians. As the 5th Root race arrived in Asia
(millions of years ago), the Lolo had reached the height of their civilization. Lolos are inland
Chinese of tall stature. Would one translate their sacred scriptures written in “Lolo”, you
would see, that they confirm each word written in THE BOOK OF LIGHT. If the Lolo are
the true Chinese, who are the Chinese of today? They come from a hybrid cross between
Atlanteans and Aryans. The Lolo, however, share almost the fate of the Toda (see Toda) ,
meaning that people don’t understand their true importance. The Chinese Shu-King (4th part,
chapter XXVII, p.29) describes the Lolo as "Mao Tse" or as " a perverted pre flood race,
which had retreated into caves, and whose descendants still can be found today in the
neighborhood of Kanton”. They are indeed Lolo, but neither they nor their ancestors
degenerated, but were, as already mentioned, the pure part of the 7th subrace of the 4th
Atlantean root race. When we look at a Lolo, we see a remote descendant of our own greatgreat-great ancestors. I had to mention this to restore the honor of the Lolo.

Malays 9.000.000 B.C.
The Malays belong to the Mongolian family race. A family race lives 7 times longer than a
national race or 7 X 25.920 years.
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Manchus 9.000.000 B.C.
The Manchus belong to the Mongoles. .
Maori (New Zealand) 6.000.000 B.C.
The Maoris of New Zealand, like the Black Fellows and the Tasmanians, are a portion of the
degenerate branches of the 4th rootrace.
Mongols 9.000.000 B.C.
Mongols are Atlanteans.

Oscans (from Os = God) 4.000.000 B.C.
The Oscans were an archaic people, who lived in Campania, Italy. They belonged to the fifth
rootrace and mixed with the Atlanteans, who escaped from the sinking continent Atlantis and
escaped and established under the guidance of MANU to the central Asian high plateau. As
the waters withdrew, the Oscans left Central Asia and populated Greece. Then, much later,
from this branch, settling in Italy, and a part of that branch became what we know today as
T(oscanians) in the Toscana.

Persians 4.000.000 B.C.
Persians are late Asia - Atlanteans. It is a less known fact, that the Persians were a highly
spiritual race, much more spiritual, for instance, than the Greek. It would have been much
better for history, if the Greek would NOT have conquered the Persians, because thus the
Greek forced their influence not only on the Persians but also on Europe…

Pygmies 15.000.000 B. C.
The pygmies are a sub branch of the last subrace of the third root race. They descended from
the dwarf race of the earth poles, but at that time they, the Pygmies, were twice as tall as our
largest human of today. This dwarf race mixed later with animals, but also with other
pygmies and giants. But the degenerated remains of the third root race formed later an own,
though lower developed part, of the Atlantean rootrace, and repeated the sins of their
forefathers - Sex with animals - which led to the ancestors of the apes of today.

Rakshasas 9.000.000 B.C.
The Rakshasas are the natives of Lanka, their ancestors were hated by the aryans because of
their sorcery. .But not all rakshasas were bad. Some of them were even protectors of mankind.
They served Brahma, ruler over the solar system. But the aryans remember in their scriptures
(for example in Ramayana) only the negative of the Rakshasas, that is why the name rakshasa
stands for "bad giants" of the atlantean race. Names have power, oh Lanoo, but often they do
not reveal the truth.
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Romans 2.000.000 B.C.
The Romans came forth from a civilization which had their cradle in Central Asia. The
ancestors of the Romans are part of the third Rootrace.

Russians 9.000.000 B.C.
Russians descended from the Atlanteans and belong to a Slavic line, therefore to the European
national race. In about 200 years from now the Russians will vanish, and the Monads of this
race will look for better and higher evolved vehicles. The same will occur to all races.
Nothing remains, all is transient, except the being or monad itself, learning and learning.

Samnitans 4.000.000 B.C.
The ancestors of the Samnitans were Aryans or reresentants of the fifth rootrace, which left
central Asia and mixed with those Atlanteans, who escaped from their sinking island. So the

Samnitans could also be called Aryans. The same happened with the Sabines, who were
conquered by the Romans in 300 B.C.
Siamese 4.000.000 B.C.
Siamese are part of the Mongolian familyrace.

Simians 8.000.000 B.C.
The simians are anthropoid apes and, like all apes, the result from sexual union between
humans and animals million of years ago. The highest class of the simians and apes is now
incarnated by the fifth class monads or beings of the fifth class. Oh Lanoo, the Monad takes
what is available and what equals its state of desire. That is why the fifth class Monads are
those who did not incarnate in the third rootrace, but in the "product of sin" between human
and animal, in the ancestors of the apes, which means, they inherited such degenerated
vehicles , that no Manasaputra would have been able to change that condition.
But why did they wait for so long?? One explanation for their hesitation would be, that they
(The Monads) were so backwards in evolution that these undeveloped bodies came just right
for them. But the destiny of the ape and apeman has also another aspect, though this one I
cannot discuss here, but only in THE BOOK OF LIGHT III.
Scandinavians 4.000.000 B.C.
Please watch the similarity with the Sanskrit word "skandha". Races are usually always
manifested skandhas.
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Stoneage people 10.000.000 B.C.
The “stone age” people (whose ancestors date back until 10.000.000 B.C.) existed, but not
like Darwin thought or taught. The stoneage contains a very long time period. But even during
the middle- stoneage, about 7000-10.000 years ago, there were, parallel to the stone age man,
high and highest evolved cultures, and fact is, that, just because until now we did not yet find
traces of those cultures, it means nothing. Dig deeper in the ground, in the mountains and
below the ocean floor and in places, revealed in THE BOOK OF LIGHT , and you will find
enough evidence.. Be patient, dear reader. Therefore: As today do exist parallel savage and
civilized humans and their cultures, so also did they exist before and will exist after. If in one
million years from now they will find bones of a Gorilla, will this mean to the finder, that only
gorillas existed in the 20 th century? No.

Tamils 9.000.000 B.C.
The Tamils live in south and north Ceylon. Their ancestors are the "burned skin folk", that is
the Ethiopians. And the Ethiopians are Atlanteans. So the Tamils are the todays
representatives of the Atlanteans.

Tibetans 9.000.000 B.C.
The Tibetans belong to the Mongolian race. They came from the same source like the
Burmese, Siamese and some of the people, now living in china near Indochina and at the east
Tibetan border. The atlantean saints, or rather some of them, incarnated back into the
hierarchy of priests and lamas or the "yellow caps", whose true spiritual leader is the Tashi
Lama and NOT the Dalai Lama, this poor confused distorter of the true doctrine of the
Buddha. Tibetans belong to the fourth rootrace and differ clearly from the caucasian group.

THE TODA
We touch holy ground. OM. Whenever I am forced, to correct a great being, I feel
uncomfortable, but it has to be done. , Dr. G. de. Purucker, a high soul, and one of the greatest
authorities about interpretation or teaching SECRET DOCTRINE BLAVATSKY, wrote in his
"Study in occult philosophy" page 668, that the Toda from India were and are a barbaric
clan” .That is not true. The Toda were, like BOOK OF LIGHT teaches, put aside, to build the
"seed" for a new humanity in a far away culture. They are gigantic in their stature and do not,
like some missionary thought, belong to the (never existing ) twelve Jewish tribes, because of
their "Jewish physiognomy". It is absolutely the reverse. The Toda resemble more the Greek
Statues in majesty of beauty and form. It is also claimed, that of the Toda there will remain as
a race long after we are gone. The Toda live today in the djungle of the neilgherry hills in
south Hindustan.
For the Badagas, a Hindu tribe, the Toda are gods, and that is, why the Badagas adore them.
No razor ever touched the skin of a Toda. Toda only sit the whole day and wait. Wait for
what? They wait for their time to come, to be ancestors of a future race, and all this to the big
disappointment of the missionaries. The Toda can´t read and write, neither do they want to
learn anything. Poor missionaries. They sit so close at the source of wisdom, which are the
Toda, of which they could learn, and they waste their time, spreading old warmed up lies,
called “religion”.
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The Bagadas feed the Toda and take care of them. The Toda adore THEMSELVES as "Lords
of the creation" which I would call a healthy egotism, because they WILL BE the lords or
rather founders of the new race. AUM.
Name them, if you wish, Sthula - putras or physical seed for a new race. Because they want to
keep their Shakti as long as possible, they never wash themselves, so they are extremely
unclean, which is, why indeed one could think, that they are “savages or barbarians”. But I
would rather call them “slumbering gods.”
The Toda do not have children, do not wear jewelry and are only clothed in blankets. They
just wait, and they live from milk. They keep cattles, but they do not eat them. They only use
their cattles for holy purposes, not necessarily for sacrificial slaughter. The Toda never talk to
foreigners. Their huts have a door, but no windows, but no Toda was ever seen in his hut. The
Toda never show up in groups. A Toda comes very close to the Buddha ideal. A Toda is never
ill. While hundreds of others around them die, the Toda survive. No wild animal ever attacks
a Toda or one of their cattle. Toda were "put aside" from holy men, to be sishtas or seed for a
new race. OM. Their dirt is nothing else but a mask, like the Sannyasi would put dirt on his
face, to demonstrate his obedience towards his vow. Every third year the Toda visit a holy
place, where they are charged with new life energy. After a certain time they return into the

djungle.
Why all this secrecy? Monads of the highest order (us too?) will wait on the highest cosmic
planes to incarnate in the Toda and their descendants (however they may produce them...).
The Toda are however not the only tribe, that was put aside as a “seed humanity” for a new
future race.

Veddhas
The Veddhas of Ceylon are the lower end of the human hierarchy. Like the Andaman
islanders they belong to the third rootrace, those who had sex with animals. The result of this
sexual union became the ancestors of the veddhas. Why do these races still exist, while the
monads or beings pursuit higher? The answer: The Monad extracts from the race as much as
possible. Furthermore: Most of the lower races are devoid of Monads, or rather serve only as
vehicles for the physical, low astral and mental monads in them. The reader has to know that
the Monad per se slumbers in the core of each atom and thus also builds the seven bodies of
man. The spiritual body logically has higher developed Monads than the physical body, whose
lower monads of course still are able to learn or rather to outlive their desire for existence,
EVEN THOUGH the higher Monads may have left them. Earth is full of those “Monadless”
beings who either reincarnate over and over again or attain NIRVANA. OM.
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Savages 7.000.000.000 B.C.
The savages of today were animals on the moon. Oh, great Chohan, how did we arrive on
earth?
By transmigration of the Monad from the moon, oh Lanoo!

Why do races exist?
Species and races are nothing but transient states of desire of divine beings. In a world of
transiency we yield to the illusion of eternity. Each lifeform, be it in hell, on earth or even in
heaven, is the result of wrong thinking, because in truth we do not belong here, we belong
where we came from, which is NIRVANA.
Who can fathom it may fathom it.
Beware of racism.
Beware of racism. The souls of white humans incarnate in black or yellow bodies or vice
versa, according to their karma.
The black man you hate now, may have been your white OR black (or other complexion)
brother, mother, sister, father in a past life. The white man you hate now, may have been your
white or black (or other skin complexion) brother, mother, sister, father in a past life.

SUMMARY

The origin and development of species on earth.
Esoteric Science: THE BOOK OF LIGHT Lanoo
Prior to the physical evolution there was an astral - transparent evolution on earth.
Our Planet Earth and its life forms were first astral - transparent
and later (approximately 320 million B.C. ) turned into solid physical matter.
2.169.000.000.000 B.C.
The birth of our, first astral and later physical, planet Earth from
the life energy of another dying planet, who then became the moon of earth.
1.000.000.000 B.C.
Astral man, in a condition between energy and matter, (size about 100 m)
exudes first astral substance which turns later into all, first astral, animals,
plants and minerals. Later…
320.000.000 B.C.
…they condense into
androgynous humans and animals,
Sexless – bisexual (size 50m)
All mammals descend from humans (about 80.000.000 B.C.)
The dinosaurs are coexistent with humans.
50.000.000 B.C.
All animals split into genders.
Man is still androgynous (size 25 m)
25 million B.C.
The death of the Dinosaurs.
18,000,000. B.C.
All humans split into genders.
Men and women (size 15 m)
The begin of thought and language ( First Senzar, then Sanskrit, the mother of
all modern languages). The angels teach men the use of fire, the wheel, all the
sciences, and agriculture.
9.000.000 B.C.
THE APE
Child of primitive human and animal (size 10 m)
20th century A.D.
Men and women of today
20 th century – 2.151.000.000 A.D.
All lifeforms will gradually dissolve more and more and then sink as shining
energy into the ever to be unknown mistery, out of which they will reascend to

new life on a new planet, whose moon will then be our (then dead or dying)
earth.
So it is written, and so it shall be. AUM.
Library of Congress Washington D.C. USA, 01.01.1991, TXU461243, The
Book of Light
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